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This open access monograph argues established democratic norms for freedom of
expression should be implemented on the internet. Moderating policies of tech
companies as Facebook, Twitter and Google have resulted in posts being removed on
an industrial scale. While this moderation is often encouraged by governments - on the
pretext that terrorism, bullying, pornography, "hate speech" and "fake news" will slowly
disappear from the internet - it enables tech companies to censure our society. It is the
social media companies who define what is blacklisted in their community standards.
And given the dominance of social media in our information society, we run the risk of
outsourcing the definition of our principles for discussion in the public domain to private
companies. Instead of leaving it to social media companies only to take action, the
authors argue democratic institutions should take an active role in moderating criminal
content on the internet. To make this possible, tech companies should be analyzed
whether they are approaching a monopoly. Antitrust legislation should be applied to
bring those monopolies within democratic governmental oversight. Despite being in
different stages in their lives, Anne Mette is in the startup phase of her research career,
while Frederik is one of the most prolific philosophers in Denmark, the authors found
each other in their concern about Free Speech on the internet. The book was originally
published in Danish as Dit opslag er blevet fjernet - techgiganter & ytringsfrihed. Praise
for 'Your Post has been Removed' "From my perspective both as a politician and as
private book collector, this is the most important non-fiction book of the 21st Century. It
should be disseminated to all European citizens. The learnings of this book and the use
we make of them today are crucial for every man, woman and child on earth. Now and
in the future." Jens Rohde, member of the European Parliament for the Alliance of
Liberals and Democrats for Europe "This timely book compellingly presents an
impressive array of information and analysis about the urgent threats the tech giants
pose to the robust freedom of speech and access to information that are essential for
individual liberty and democratic self-government. It constructively explores potential
strategies for restoring individual control over information flows to and about us.
Policymakers worldwide should take heed!" Nadine Strossen, Professor, New York Law
School. Author, HATE: Why We Should Resist It with Free Speech, Not Censorship.
We spend much of our days talking. Yet we know little about the conversational engine
that drives our everyday lives. We are pushed and pulled around by language far more
than we realize, yet are seduced by stereotypes and myths about communication. This
book will change the way you think about talk. It will explain the big pay-offs to
understanding conversation scientifically. Elizabeth Stokoe, a social psychologist, has
spent over twenty years collecting and analysing real conversations across settings as
varied as first dates, crisis negotiation, sales encounters and medical communication.
This book describes some of the findings of her own research, and that of other
conversation analysts around the world. Through numerous examples from real
interactions between friends, partners, colleagues, police officers, mediators, doctors
and many others, you will learn that some of what you think you know about talk is
wrong. But you will also uncover fresh insights about how to have better conversations using the evidence from fifty years of research about the science of talk.
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AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER!! Named a Best Book of 2019 by
TIME, Amazon, and The Washington Post A Wired Must-Read Book of Summer
“Gretchen McCulloch is the internet’s favorite linguist, and this book is essential
reading. Reading her work is like suddenly being able to see the matrix.” —Jonny Sun,
author of everyone's a aliebn when ur a aliebn too Because Internet is for anyone who's
ever puzzled over how to punctuate a text message or wondered where memes come
from. It's the perfect book for understanding how the internet is changing the English
language, why that's a good thing, and what our online interactions reveal about who
we are. Language is humanity's most spectacular open-source project, and the internet
is making our language change faster and in more interesting ways than ever before.
Internet conversations are structured by the shape of our apps and platforms, from the
grammar of status updates to the protocols of comments and @replies. Linguistically
inventive online communities spread new slang and jargon with dizzying speed. What's
more, social media is a vast laboratory of unedited, unfiltered words where we can
watch language evolve in real time. Even the most absurd-looking slang has genuine
patterns behind it. Internet linguist Gretchen McCulloch explores the deep forces that
shape human language and influence the way we communicate with one another. She
explains how your first social internet experience influences whether you prefer "LOL"
or "lol," why ~sparkly tildes~ succeeded where centuries of proposals for irony
punctuation had failed, what emoji have in common with physical gestures, and how the
artfully disarrayed language of animal memes like lolcats and doggo made them more
likely to spread.
This work combines interdisciplinary knowledge and experience from research fields of
psychology, linguistics, audio-processing, machine learning, and computer science.
The work systematically explores a novel research topic devoted to automated
modeling of personality expression from speech. For this aim, it introduces a novel
personality assessment questionnaire and presents the results of extensive labeling
sessions to annotate the speech data with personality assessments. It provides
estimates of the Big 5 personality traits, i.e. openness, conscientiousness, extroversion,
agreeableness, and neuroticism. Based on a database built on the questionnaire, the
book presents models to tell apart different personality types or classes from speech
automatically.
An urgent yet hopeful analysis of the surge in dehumanization, and how we can reverse
it. The unprecedented access to other humans that technology provides has ironically
freed us from engaging with them. Thanks to social media, we can know a campaigning
politician’s platform; an avid traveler’s restaurant recommendations; and the daily
emotional fluctuations of our friends without ever even picking up the phone. According
to social psychologist Adam Waytz, our increasingly human-free lives come with a
serious cost that we’ve already begun to pay: the loss of our humanity. Humans have
superpowers. More than any other psychological stimulus, our presence can make
experiences feel significant, inspire moral behavior, and encourage action. Recent
studies suggest that we even have power over mortality—the survival rate of individuals
with stronger social relationships has been found to be twice as high as those with
weak relationships. The Power of Human shows us how to rehumanize and harness
these unique abilities to improve our lives, beginning with our jobs. The remedy for the
dehumanized worker is twofold. Employers, Waytz argues, must instill humanity into
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work by capitalizing on distinctly human skills, especially sociability and variability.
Meanwhile, workers need to put to rest the idea that you are what you do and instead
detach their personal identities from their occupations. Waytz offers a similarly sciencebased method to counter the rising threat that technology poses to our humanity,
outlining how we can design human-machine partnerships that optimize the strengths
of both parties. Finally, he reveals how, by humanizing intimacy and conflict in
unexpected ways, we can strengthen relationships with both our friends and enemies.
Essential reading for individuals and institutions alike, The Power of Human explains
how we can solve one of our time’s biggest problems by better utilizing the influence
we have on one another.
From the virulence of fake news to the rise of psychographic profiling, emotion has
become ascendant. The new frontier of capitalization is not outward, but inward—the
inner life of affect and emotion, desire and disposition. This book lays that new reality
out with a series of close case studies. A new set of technologies are emerging, from
facial coding to affective computing, that attempt to render the emotional into the
machine-readable. At the same time, social media and smart home devices are
becoming empathic, attempting to draw out our affective participation and elicit our
emotional expression. In these encounters with the medial and the technical, the
emotional is remade. Combining a close analysis of contemporary technologies such as
Affectiva, Facebook, and Alexa with critical media theory, Logic of Feeling:
Technology’s Quest to Capitalize Emotion examines how the quest to operationalize
this inner life begins to reconfigure feeling itself.
Data is fundamental to the modern world. From economic development, to healthcare,
to education and public policy, we rely on numbers to allocate resources and make
crucial decisions. But because so much data fails to take into account gender, because
it treats men as the default and women as atypical, bias and discrimination are baked
into our systems. And women pay tremendous costs for this bias, in time, money, and
often with their lives. Celebrated feminist advocate Caroline Criado Perez investigates
shocking root cause of gender inequality and research in Invisible Women†‹, diving into
women’s lives at home, the workplace, the public square, the doctor’s office, and
more. Built on hundreds of studies in the US, the UK, and around the world, and written
with energy, wit, and sparkling intelligence, this is a groundbreaking, unforgettable
exposé that will change the way you look at the world.
Wired magazine's top editors have weighed thousands of new terms, phrases, idioms,
and usages of the language since the advent of the global village. Elements of Style is
no longer sufficient as a guide to English usage--Wired America needs Wired Style.
“[Singer's] enthusiasm becomes infectious . . . Wired for War is a book of its time: this is
strategy for the Facebook generation.” —Foreign Affairs “An engrossing picture of a new class
of weapon that may revolutionize future wars. . .” —Kirkus Reviews P. W. Singer explores the
greatest revolution in military affairs since the atom bomb: the dawn of robotic warfare We are
on the cusp of a massive shift in military technology that threatens to make real the stuff of I,
Robot and The Terminator. Blending historical evidence with interviews of an amazing cast of
characters, Singer shows how technology is changing not just how wars are fought, but also
the politics, economics, laws, and the ethics that surround war itself. Travelling from the
battlefields of Iraq and Afghanistan to modern-day "skunk works" in the midst of suburbia,
Wired for War will tantalise a wide readership, from military buffs to policy wonks to gearheads.
This book is written to promote academic strategic management and envision future
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innovations for academic library resources, services and instructions in the digital age. It
provides academic executives, consultants, instructors, IT specialists, librarians, LIS students,
managers, trainers and other professionals with the latest information for developing trends of
emerging technologies applied to student-centred and service-oriented academic learning
environments. This book explores various fields where key emerging technologies may have
great implications on academic library information technologies, academic library
management, academic library information services, and academic library internal operations.
Reflects most recent emerging technologies which might impact on library administrations,
resources, services and instructions Draws a clear roadmap how and where to monitor
emerging technologies which began to emerge under academic library environments Provides
practical and realistic suggestions and solutions how to utilize emerging technologies in
academic learning environments
Summary Voice Applications for Alexa and Google Assistant is your guide to designing,
building, and implementing voice-based applications for Alexa and Google Assistant. Inside,
you'll learn how to build your own "skills"—the voice app term for actions the device can
perform—from scratch. Foreword by Max Amordeluso. Purchase of the print book includes a
free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. You'll find
registration instructions inside the print book. About the Technology In 2018, an estimated 100
million voice-controlled devices were installed in homes worldwide, and the apps that control
them, like Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant, are getting more powerful, with new skills
being added every day. Great voice apps improve how users interact with the web, whether
they're checking the weather, asking for sports scores, or playing a game. About the Book
Voice Applications for Alexa and Google Assistant is your guide to designing, building, and
implementing voice-based applications for Alexa and Google Assistant. You'll learn to build
applications that listen to users, store information, and rely on user context, as you create a
voice-powered sleep tracker from scratch. With the basics mastered, you'll dig deeper into
multiuse conversational flow and other more-advanced concepts. Smaller projects along the
way reinforce your new techniques and best practices. What's inside Building a call-andresponse skill Designing a voice user interface Using conversational context Going multimodal
Tips and best practices About the Reader Perfect for developers with intermediate JavaScript
skills and basic Node.js skills. No previous experience with voice-first platforms is required.
About the Author Dustin A. Coates is a developer who focuses on voice and conversational
applications. He's currently the voice search lead at Algolia and is also a Google Developers
Expert for Assistant as well as cohost of the VUX World podcast. Table of Contents
Introduction to voice first Building a call-and-response skill on Alexa Designing a voice user
interface Using entity resolution and built?in intents in Alexa skills Making a conversational
Alexa skill VUI and conversation best practices Using conversation tools to add meaning and
usability Directing conversation flow Building for Google Assistant Going multimodal Push
interactions Building for actions on Google with the Actions SDK
Stanley Kubrick's 1968 film 2001: A Space Odyssey famously featured HAL, a computer with
the ability to hold lengthy conversations with his fellow space travelers. More than forty years
later, we have advanced computer technology that Kubrick never imagined, but we do not
have computers that talk and understand speech as HAL did. Is it a failure of our technology
that we have not gotten much further than an automated voice that tells us to "say or press 1"?
Or is there something fundamental in human language and speech that we do not yet
understand deeply enough to be able to replicate in a computer? In The Voice in the Machine,
Roberto Pieraccini examines six decades of work in science and technology to develop
computers that can interact with humans using speech and the industry that has arisen around
the quest for these technologies. He shows that although the computers today that understand
speech may not have HAL's capacity for conversation, they have capabilities that make them
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usable in many applications today and are on a fast track of improvement and innovation.
Pieraccini describes the evolution of speech recognition and speech understanding processes
from waveform methods to artificial intelligence approaches to statistical learning and modeling
of human speech based on a rigorous mathematical model -- specifically, Hidden Markov
Models (HMM). He details the development of dialog systems, the ability to produce speech,
and the process of bringing talking machines to the market. Finally, he asks a question that
only the future can answer: will we end up with HAL-like computers or something completely
unexpected?
In a series of essays, 34 influential researchers look at how the proliferation of computers and
technology has and will affect culture and the arts.
Voice user interfaces (VUIs) are becoming all the rage today. But how do you build one that
people can actually converse with? Whether you’re designing a mobile app, a toy, or a device
such as a home assistant, this practical book guides you through basic VUI design principles,
helps you choose the right speech recognition engine, and shows you how to measure your
VUI’s performance and improve upon it. Author Cathy Pearl also takes product managers, UX
designers, and VUI designers into advanced design topics that will help make your VUI not just
functional, but great. Understand key VUI design concepts, including command-and-control
and conversational systems Decide if you should use an avatar or other visual representation
with your VUI Explore speech recognition technology and its impact on your design Take your
VUI above and beyond the basic exchange of information Learn practical ways to test your VUI
application with users Monitor your app and learn how to quickly improve performance Get realworld examples of VUIs for home assistants, smartwatches, and car systems
In this rare peak into the personal life of the author of numerous bestselling novels, gain an
understanding of David Foster Wallace and how he became the man that he was. Only once
did David Foster Wallace give a public talk on his views on life, during a commencement
address given in 2005 at Kenyon College. The speech is reprinted for the first time in book
form in This is Water. How does one keep from going through their comfortable, prosperous
adult life unconsciously? How do we get ourselves out of the foreground of our thoughts and
achieve compassion? The speech captures Wallace's electric intellect as well as his grace in
attention to others. After his death, it became a treasured piece of writing reprinted in The Wall
Street Journal and the London Times, commented on endlessly in blogs, and emailed from
friend to friend. Writing with his one-of-a-kind blend of causal humor, exacting intellect, and
practical philosophy, David Foster Wallace probes the challenges of daily living and offers
advice that renews us with every reading.
Wi-Fi telephony is the latest, most cost effective, and clearest way of carrying voice data
wirelessly. The great news is that it can be integrated seamlessly into the same infrastructures
as currently used for computer and telephone data.The digital quality is far above current
cellular technologies. This book will be among the first to discuss Session Initiation Protocol
(SIP), Quality of Service (QoS), and interoperability in connection with Wi-Fi telephony.
Security challenges are also presented and solved along these malleable wireless boundaries.
In short, this book provides all the information necessary for effective, reliable, crystal clear WiFi telephony service and implementation. *Using current telephone and computer infrastructure
this technology can be implemented at low cost *The importance of Quality of Service (QoS)
and security of Wi-Fi telephony is considered *Enhances the clarity of a call beyond a basic
cellular phone using digital data transfer
The scientific consensus is that our ability to understand human speech has evolved over
hundreds of thousands of years. After all, there are whole portions of the brain devoted to
human speech. We learn to understand speech before we can even walk, and can seamlessly
absorb enormous amounts of information simply by hearing it. Surely we evolved this capability
over thousands of generations. Or did we? Portions of the human brain are also devoted to
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reading. Children learn to read at a very young age and can seamlessly absorb information
even more quickly through reading than through hearing. We know that we didn't evolve to
read because reading is only a few thousand years old. In Harnessed, cognitive scientist Mark
Changizi demonstrates that human speech has been very specifically “designed" to harness
the sounds of nature, sounds we've evolved over millions of years to readily understand. Long
before humans evolved, mammals have learned to interpret the sounds of nature to
understand both threats and opportunities. Our speech—regardless of language—is very clearly
based on the sounds of nature. Even more fascinating, Changizi shows that music itself is
based on natural sounds. Music—seemingly one of the most human of inventions—is literally
built on sounds and patterns of sound that have existed since the beginning of time. From
Library Journal: "Many scientists believe that the human brain's capacity for language is innate,
that the brain is actually "hard-wired" for this higher-level functionality. But theoretical
neurobiologist Changizi (director of human cognition, 2AI Labs; The Vision Revolution)
brilliantly challenges this view, claiming that language (and music) are neither innate nor
instinctual to the brain but evolved culturally to take advantage of what the most ancient aspect
of our brain does best: process the sounds of nature ... it will certainly intrigue evolutionary
biologists, linguists, and cultural anthropologists and is strongly recommended for libraries that
have Changizi's previous book." From Forbes: “In his latest book, Harnessed, neuroscientist
Mark Changizi manages to accomplish the extraordinary: he says something compellingly new
about evolution.… Instead of tackling evolution from the usual position and become mired in the
usual arguments, he focuses on one aspect of the larger story so central to who we are, it may
very well overshadow all others except the origin of life itself: communication."
Inner speech lies at the chaotic intersection of several difficult questions in contemporary
philosophy and psychology. On the one hand, these episodes are private mental events. On
the other, they resemble speech acts of the sort used in interpersonal communication. Inner
speech episodes seem to constitute or express sophisticated trains of conceptual thought but,
at the same time, they are motoric in nature and draw on sensorimotor mechanisms for speech
production and perception more generally. By using inner speech, we seem to both regulate
our bodily actions and gain a unique kind of access to our own beliefs and desires. Inner
Speech: New Voices explores this familiar and yet mysterious element of our daily lives,
bringing together contributions from leading philosophers, psychologists, and neuroscientists.
In response to renewed interest in the general connections between thought, language, and
consciousness, these leading thinkers develop a number of important new theories, raise
questions about the nature of inner speech and its cognitive functions, and debate the current
controversies surrounding the 'little voice in the head.'
This book is a comprehensive and authoritative guide to voice user interface (VUI) design. The
VUI is perhaps the most critical factor in the success of any automated speech recognition
(ASR) system, determining whether the user experience will be satisfying or frustrating, or
even whether the customer will remain one. This book describes a practical methodology for
creating an effective VUI design. The methodology is scientifically based on principles in
linguistics, psychology, and language technology, and is illustrated here by examples drawn
from the authors' work at Nuance Communications, the market leader in ASR development
and deployment. The book begins with an overview of VUI design issues and a description of
the technology. The authors then introduce the major phases of their methodology. They first
show how to specify requirements and make high-level design decisions during the definition
phase. They next cover, in great detail, the design phase, with clear explanations and
demonstrations of each design principle and its real-world applications. Finally, they examine
problems unique to VUI design in system development, testing, and tuning. Key principles are
illustrated with a running sample application. A companion Web site provides audio clips for
each example: www.VUIDesign.org The cover photograph depicts the first ASR system, Radio
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Rex: a toy dog who sits in his house until the sound of his name calls him out. Produced in
1911, Rex was among the few commercial successes in earlier days of speech recognition.
Voice User Interface Design reveals the design principles and practices that produce
commercial success in an era when effective ASRs are not toys but competitive necessities.
This book attempts to connect artificial intelligence to primitive intelligence. It explores the idea
that a genuinely intelligent computer will be able to interact naturally with humans. To form this
bridge, computers need the ability to recognize, understand and even have instincts similar to
humans. The author organizes the book into three parts. He starts by describing primitive
problem-solving, discussing topics like default mode, learning, tool-making, pheromones and
foraging. Part two then explores behavioral models of instinctive cognition by looking at the
perception of motion and event patterns, appearance and gesture, behavioral dynamics,
figurative thinking, and creativity. The book concludes by exploring instinctive computing in
modern cybernetics, including models of self-awareness, stealth, visual privacy, navigation,
autonomy, and survivability. Instinctive Computing reflects upon systematic thinking for
designing cyber-physical systems and it would be a stimulating reading for those who are
interested in artificial intelligence, cybernetics, ethology, human-computer interaction, data
science, computer science, security and privacy, social media, or autonomous robots.
Bob Hasson and Shawn Bolz have come together to help infuse you with hope, truth, and
perspective about your God-given role in the marketplace. Whether you own or manage a
business, have spent decades in your career, or are simply trying to find value in the work that
you do, this book is for you. As you walk this journey with us, you'll have an opportunity to build
spiritually driven goals for both your own career as well as the industry you are called to.
Throughout the book, we explore real-life examples of what it looks like to hear God and follow
His leading within marketplace roles. We also discuss where our understanding of God,
Church, and the marketplace has been immature or broken. The goal is that you are
empowered to do it differently, getting a greater result in your relationship to God's voice
impacting the way you partner to your career.
Apple has "Siri," Amazon "Alexa," Google "Google Assistant," and Microsoft "Cortana." Learn
how you can use a popular technology to improve library services, increase their efficiency,
and excel in your career. • Demystifies a powerful and popular new technology and how it
works • Explains how to put voice computing and digital assistants to use in your library •
Addresses privacy and ethical concerns that may be raised when implementing this technology
Acoustic Properties: Radio, Narrative, and the New Neighborhood of the Americas discovers
the prehistory of wireless culture. It examines both the coevolution of radio and the novel in
Argentina, Cuba, and the United States from the early 1930s to the late 1960s, and the various
populist political climates in which the emerging medium of radio became the chosen means to
produce the voice of the people. Based on original archival research in Buenos Aires, Havana,
Paris, and the United States, the book develops a literary media theory that understands sound
as a transmedial phenomenon and radio as a transnational medium. Analyzing the
construction of new social and political relations in the wake of the United States’ 1930s Good
Neighbor Policy, Acoustic Properties challenges standard narratives of hemispheric influence
through new readings of Richard Wright’s cinematic work in Argentina, Severo Sarduy’s radio
plays in France, and novels by John Dos Passos, Manuel Puig, Raymond Chandler, and
Carson McCullers. Alongside these writers, the book also explores Che Guevara and Fidel
Castro’s Radio Rebelde, FDR’s fireside chats, Félix Caignet’s invention of the radionovela in
Cuba, Evita Perón’s populist melodramas in Argentina, Orson Welles’s experimental New
Deal radio, Cuban and U.S. “radio wars,” and the 1960s African American activist Robert F.
Williams’s proto–black power Radio Free Dixie. From the doldrums of the Great Depression to
the tumult of the Cuban Revolution, Acoustic Properties illuminates how novelists in the radio
age converted writing into a practice of listening, transforming realism as they struggled to
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channel and shape popular power.
Speech Recognition has a long history of being one of the difficult problems in Artificial
Intelligence and Computer Science. As one goes from problem solving tasks such as puzzles
and chess to perceptual tasks such as speech and vision, the problem characteristics change
dramatically: knowledge poor to knowledge rich; low data rates to high data rates; slow
response time (minutes to hours) to instantaneous response time. These characteristics taken
together increase the computational complexity of the problem by several orders of magnitude.
Further, speech provides a challenging task domain which embodies many of the requirements
of intelligent behavior: operate in real time; exploit vast amounts of knowledge, tolerate errorful,
unexpected unknown input; use symbols and abstractions; communicate in natural language
and learn from the environment. Voice input to computers offers a number of advantages. It
provides a natural, fast, hands free, eyes free, location free input medium. However, there are
many as yet unsolved problems that prevent routine use of speech as an input device by nonexperts. These include cost, real time response, speaker independence, robustness to
variations such as noise, microphone, speech rate and loudness, and the ability to handle nongrammatical speech. Satisfactory solutions to each of these problems can be expected within
the next decade. Recognition of unrestricted spontaneous continuous speech appears
unsolvable at present. However, by the addition of simple constraints, such as clarification
dialog to resolve ambiguity, we believe it will be possible to develop systems capable of
accepting very large vocabulary continuous speechdictation.

How interactive voice-based technology can tap into the automatic and powerful
responses all speech—whether from human or machine—evokes.
From the voice on the phone, to the voice on the computer, to the voice from the
toaster, speech user interfaces are coming into the mainstream and are here to
stay forever. Soundly anchored in HCI, cognitive psychology, linguistics, and
social psychology, this supremely practical book is loaded with examples, how-to
advice, and design templates. Drawing widely on decades of research—in
lexicography, conversation analysis, computational linguistics, and social
psychology—author Randy Allen Harris outlines the principles of how people use
language interactively, and illustrates every aspect of design work. In the first part
of the book, Harris provides a thorough conceptual basis of language in all its
relevant aspects, from speech sounds to conversational principles. The second
part takes you patiently through the entire process of designing an interactive
speech system: from team building to user profiles, to agent design, scripting,
and evaluation. This book provides interaction designers with the knowledge and
strategies to craft language-based applications the way users will expect them to
behave. *Loaded with examples and practical synopses of the best practice. *An
ideal combination of conceptual base, practical illustrations, and "how-to"
advice—for design and for the entire design process. *Will bring novice voice
designers fully up to speed, and give experienced designers a new
understanding of the principles underlying human speech interaction, principles
from which to improve voice interaction design.
“In a time in which the ways we communicate and connect are constantly
changing, and not always for the better, Sherry Turkle provides a much needed
voice of caution and reason to help explain what the f*** is going on.” —Aziz
Ansari, author of Modern Romance Renowned media scholar Sherry Turkle
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investigates how a flight from conversation undermines our relationships,
creativity, and productivity—and why reclaiming face-to-face conversation can
help us regain lost ground. We live in a technological universe in which we are
always communicating. And yet we have sacrificed conversation for mere
connection. Preeminent author and researcher Sherry Turkle has been studying
digital culture for over thirty years. Long an enthusiast for its possibilities, here
she investigates a troubling consequence: at work, at home, in politics, and in
love, we find ways around conversation, tempted by the possibilities of a text or
an email in which we don’t have to look, listen, or reveal ourselves. We develop
a taste for what mere connection offers. The dinner table falls silent as children
compete with phones for their parents’ attention. Friends learn strategies to keep
conversations going when only a few people are looking up from their phones. At
work, we retreat to our screens although it is conversation at the water cooler that
increases not only productivity but commitment to work. Online, we only want to
share opinions that our followers will agree with – a politics that shies away from
the real conflicts and solutions of the public square. The case for conversation
begins with the necessary conversations of solitude and self-reflection. They are
endangered: these days, always connected, we see loneliness as a problem that
technology should solve. Afraid of being alone, we rely on other people to give us
a sense of ourselves, and our capacity for empathy and relationship suffers. We
see the costs of the flight from conversation everywhere: conversation is the
cornerstone for democracy and in business it is good for the bottom line. In the
private sphere, it builds empathy, friendship, love, learning, and productivity. But
there is good news: we are resilient. Conversation cures. Based on five years of
research and interviews in homes, schools, and the workplace, Turkle argues
that we have come to a better understanding of where our technology can and
cannot take us and that the time is right to reclaim conversation. The most
human—and humanizing—thing that we do. The virtues of person-to-person
conversation are timeless, and our most basic technology, talk, responds to our
modern challenges. We have everything we need to start, we have each other.
Turkle's latest book, The Empathy Diaries (3/2/21) is available now.
This book addresses various aspects of acoustic–phonetic analysis, including
voice quality and fundamental frequency, and the effects of speech fluency and
non-native accents, by examining read speech, public speech, and
conversations. Voice is a sexually dimorphic trait that can convey important
biological and social information about the speaker, and empirical findings
suggest that voice characteristics and preferences play an important role in both
intra- and intersexual selection, such as competition and mating, and social
evaluation. Discussing evaluation criteria like physical attractiveness,
pleasantness, likability, and even persuasiveness and charisma, the book
bridges the gap between social and biological views on voice attractiveness. It
presents conceptual, methodological and empirical work applying methods such
as passive listening tests, psychoacoustic rating experiments, and crowd-sourced
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and interactive scenarios and highlights the diversity not only of the methods
used when studying voice attractiveness, but also of the domains investigated,
such as politicians’ speech, experimental speed dating, speech synthesis, vocal
pathology, and voice preferences in human interactions as well as in
human–computer and human–robot interactions. By doing so, it identifies
widespread and complementary approaches and establishes common ground for
further research.
Publisher Description
I want to start very near the beginning of the tradition of Western literature, and
its first recorded example of a man telling a woman to ‘shut up’; telling her that
her voice was not to be heard in public. I’m thinking of a moment immortalised at
the start of the Odyssey. We tend now to think of the Odyssey as the story of
Odysseus and the adventures and scrapes he had returning home after the
Trojan War – while for decades Penelope loyally waited for him, fending off the
suitors who were pressing for her hand. But the Odyssey is just as much the
story of Telemachus, the son of Odysseus and Penelope; the story of his growing
up; how over the course of the poem he matures from boy to man. The process
starts in the first book with Penelope coming down from her private quarters into
the great hall, to find a bard performing to throngs of her suitors; he’s singing
about the difficulties the Greek heroes are having in reaching home. She isn’t
amused, and in front of everyone she asks him to choose another, happier
number. At which point young Telemachus intervenes: ‘Mother,’ he says, ‘go
back up into your quarters, and take up your own work, the loom and the distaff
... speech will be the business of men, all men, and of me most of all; for mine is
the power in this household.’ And off she goes, back upstairs.? Mary Beard
reflects on the way women are heard – and have been heard – in public, from
Homer’s Odyssey through Margaret Thatcher to internet trolls.
How interactive voice-based technology can tap into the automatic and powerful
responses all speech—whether from human or machine—evokes. Interfaces that
talk and listen are populating computers, cars, call centers, and even home
appliances and toys, but voice interfaces invariably frustrate rather than help. In
Wired for Speech, Clifford Nass and Scott Brave reveal how interactive voice
technologies can readily and effectively tap into the automatic responses all
speech—whether from human or machine—evokes. Wired for Speech
demonstrates that people are "voice-activated": we respond to voice technologies
as we respond to actual people and behave as we would in any social situation.
By leveraging this powerful finding, voice interfaces can truly emerge as the next
frontier for efficient, user-friendly technology. Wired for Speech presents new
theories and experiments and applies them to critical issues concerning how
people interact with technology-based voices. It considers how people respond to
a female voice in e-commerce (does stereotyping matter?), how a car's voice can
promote safer driving (are "happy" cars better cars?), whether synthetic voices
have personality and emotion (is sounding like a person always good?), whether
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an automated call center should apologize when it cannot understand a spoken
request ("To Err is Interface; To Blame, Complex"), and much more. Nass and
Brave's deep understanding of both social science and design, drawn from ten
years of research at Nass's Stanford laboratory, produces results that often
challenge conventional wisdom and common design practices. These insights
will help designers and marketers build better interfaces, scientists construct
better theories, and everyone gain better understandings of the future of the
machines that speak with us.
A New York Times bestselling writer explores what our unique sonic signature
reveals about our species, our culture, and each one of us. Finally, a vital topic
that has never had its own book gets its due. There’s no shortage of books
about public speaking or language or song. But until now, there has been no
book about the miracle that underlies them all—the human voice itself. And there
are few writers who could take on this surprisingly vast topic with more artistry
and expertise than John Colapinto. Beginning with the novel—and
compelling—argument that our ability to speak is what made us the planet’s
dominant species, he guides us from the voice’s beginnings in lungfish millions
of years ago to its culmination in the talent of Pavoratti, Martin Luther King Jr.,
and Beyoncé—and each of us, every day. Along the way, he shows us why the
voice is the most efficient, effective means of communication ever devised: it
works in all directions, in all weathers, even in the dark, and it can be calibrated
to reach one other person or thousands. He reveals why speech is the single
most complex and intricate activity humans can perform. He travels up the
Amazon to meet the Piraha, a reclusive tribe whose singular language, more
musical than any other, can help us hear how melodic principles underpin every
word we utter. He heads up to Harvard to see how professional voices are
helped and healed, and he ventures out on the campaign trail to see how
demagogues wield their voices as weapons. As far-reaching as this book is,
much of the delight of reading it lies in how intimate it feels. Everything Colapinto
tells us can be tested by our own lungs and mouths and ears and brains. He
shows us that, for those who pay attention, the voice is an eloquent means of
communicating not only what the speaker means, but also their mood, sexual
preference, age, income, even psychological and physical illness. It overstates
the case only slightly to say that anyone who talks, or sings, or listens will find a
rich trove of thrills in This Is the Voice.
Your customer has five senses and a small universe of devices. Why aren't you
designing for all of them? Go beyond screens, keyboards, and touchscreens by
letting your customer's humanity drive the experience—not a specific device or
input type. Learn the techniques you'll need to build fluid, adaptive experiences
for multiple inputs, multiple outputs, and multiple devices.
Artificial intelligence (AI) is often discussed as something extraordinary, a
dream--or a nightmare--that awakens metaphysical questions on human life. Yet
far from a distant technology of the future, the true power of AI lies in its subtle
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revolution of ordinary life. From voice assistants like Siri to natural language
processors, AI technologies use cultural biases and modern psychology to fit
specific characteristics of how users perceive and navigate the external world,
thereby projecting the illusion of intelligence. Integrating media studies, science
and technology studies, and social psychology, Deceitful Media examines the
rise of artificial intelligence throughout history and exposes the very human
fallacies behind this technology. Focusing specifically on communicative AIs,
Natale argues that what we call "AI" is not a form of intelligence but rather a
reflection of the human user. Using the term "banal deception," he reveals that
deception forms the basis of all human-computer interactions rooted in AI
technologies, as technologies like voice assistants utilize the dynamics of
projection and stereotyping as a means for aligning with our existing habits and
social conventions. By exploiting the human instinct to connect, AI reveals our
collective vulnerabilities to deception, showing that what machines are primarily
changing is not other technology but ourselves as humans. Deceitful Media
illustrates how AI has continued a tradition of technologies that mobilize our
liability to deception and shows that only by better understanding our
vulnerabilities to deception can we become more sophisticated consumers of
interactive media.
Counterintuitive insights about building successful relationships- based on
research into human-computer interaction. Books like Predictably Irrational and
Sway have revolutionized how we view human behavior. Now, Stanford
professor Clifford Nass has discovered a set of rules for effective human
relationships, drawn from an unlikely source: his study of our interactions with
computers. Based on his decades of research, Nass demonstrates that-although
we might deny it-we treat computers and other devices like people: we empathize
with them, argue with them, form bonds with them. We even lie to them to protect
their feelings. This fundamental revelation has led to groundbreaking research on
how people should behave with one another. Nass's research shows that: Mixing
criticism and praise is a wildly ineffective method of evaluation Flattery workseven when the recipient knows it's fake Introverts and extroverts are each best at
selling to one of their own Nass's discoveries provide nothing less than a new
blueprint for successful human relationships.
Many users of the Internet are aware of bots: automated programs that work
behind the scenes to come up with search suggestions, check the weather, filter
emails, or clean up Wikipedia entries. More recently, a new software robot has
been making its presence felt in social media sites such as Facebook and Twitter
– the socialbot. However, unlike other bots, socialbots are built to appear human.
While a weatherbot will tell you if it's sunny and a spambot will incessantly peddle
Viagra, socialbots will ask you questions, have conversations, like your posts,
retweet you, and become your friend. All the while, if they're well-programmed,
you won't know that you're tweeting and friending with a robot. Who benefits from
the use of software robots? Who loses? Does a bot deserve rights? Who pulls
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the strings of these bots? Who has the right to know what about them? What
does it mean to be intelligent? What does it mean to be a friend? Socialbots and
Their Friends: Digital Media and the Automation of Sociality is one of the first
academic collections to critically consider the socialbot and tackle these pressing
questions.
The award-winning creator of the documentary The Music Instinct traces the
efforts of visionary researchers and musicians to understand the biological
foundations of music and its relationship to the brain and the physical world.
35,000 first printing.
Whether you’re designing consumer electronics, medical devices, enterprise
Web apps, or new ways to check out at the supermarket, today’s digitallyenabled products and services provide both great opportunities to deliver
compelling user experiences and great risks of driving your customers crazy with
complicated, confusing technology. Designing successful products and services
in the digital age requires a multi-disciplinary team with expertise in interaction
design, visual design, industrial design, and other disciplines. It also takes the
ability to come up with the big ideas that make a desirable product or service, as
well as the skill and perseverance to execute on the thousand small ideas that
get your design into the hands of users. It requires expertise in project
management, user research, and consensus-building. This comprehensive, fullcolor volume addresses all of these and more with detailed how-to information,
real-life examples, and exercises. Topics include assembling a design team,
planning and conducting user research, analyzing your data and turning it into
personas, using scenarios to drive requirements definition and design,
collaborating in design meetings, evaluating and iterating your design, and
documenting finished design in a way that works for engineers and stakeholders
alike.
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